
2002 ~ 2007 XV17PC “WARRIOR” MODELS 
FACTORY MODIFICATION CAMPAIGN – Pick-Up Coil 
Yamaha Technical Bulletin M2007-003R 
 
Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. posts this notice as a service to Yamaha customers and 
potential Yamaha customers. Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. has decided that a defect 
relating to motor vehicle safety exists in all 2002 through 2007 XV17PC “Warrior” model 
motorcycles.  
 
Affected Models 
All 2002 XV17PCP and XV17PCPC  
 
All 2003 XV1700RCR and XV1700RCRC 
 
All 2004 XV17PCS and XV17PCSC 
 
All 2005 XV17PCT and XV17PCTC 
 
All 2006 XV17PCV, XV17PCVC, XV17PCMV, and XV17PCMVC 
 
All 2007 XV17PCW, XV17PCWC, XV17PCMW, and XV17PCMWC 
 
The reason for this recall: In affected motorcycles, the pick-up coil mounting bracket is not 
sturdy enough to prevent vibration caused by magnetic force as the pick-up rotor passes the pick-
up coil, if there is too small of a clearance between them. This vibration can eventually weaken 
the lead wires and cause them to break. If the pick-up coil breaks while the engine is running, the 
engine will stall and will not restart. If this occurs while the motorcycle is being ridden, there 
could be an accident resulting in injury or death.  
 
What Yamaha and your dealer will do: To correct this defect, Yamaha is initiating a Factory 
Modification Campaign. Affected motorcycles must have the pick-up coil replaced with a new 
one that has a stronger bracket and a molded protector over the lead wires to protect them from 
vibration. There will be no charge to you for this procedure. 
 
What you should do now: Do not operate affected motorcycles until they are modified. 
If you are not the first owner of the motorcycle, and are unsure if this important modification has 
been done, contact any authorized Yamaha Motorcycle Dealer to check. Any authorized Yamaha 
Motorcycle Dealer can perform this service. For the name and location of a dealer near you, call 
1-800-88-YAMAHA or visit the Dealer Locator section of this website. 


